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29.29.29.29.     Stitch the perimeter 1/4” seam allowance on the lining but when you get the front of the  Stitch the perimeter 1/4” seam allowance on the lining but when you get the front of the  Stitch the perimeter 1/4” seam allowance on the lining but when you get the front of the  Stitch the perimeter 1/4” seam allowance on the lining but when you get the front of the 
stocking making sure to follow the stitch line or just to the left.  stocking making sure to follow the stitch line or just to the left.  stocking making sure to follow the stitch line or just to the left.  stocking making sure to follow the stitch line or just to the left.      

30.30.30.30.     Trim points to remove bulk and clip curves. Trim points to remove bulk and clip curves. Trim points to remove bulk and clip curves. Trim points to remove bulk and clip curves.    
31.31.31.31.      Turn right side out stopping right before the tail and fin on the lining. Don’t pull out the   Turn right side out stopping right before the tail and fin on the lining. Don’t pull out the   Turn right side out stopping right before the tail and fin on the lining. Don’t pull out the   Turn right side out stopping right before the tail and fin on the lining. Don’t pull out the 

lining dorsal fin either. Point turner helps!lining dorsal fin either. Point turner helps!lining dorsal fin either. Point turner helps!lining dorsal fin either. Point turner helps!    
32.32.32.32.      Close opening either by hand or the easy way with the machine  Close opening either by hand or the easy way with the machine  Close opening either by hand or the easy way with the machine  Close opening either by hand or the easy way with the machine    
33.33.33.33.     Now the hard part.  Putting the fin tip lining down into the points.  This was my trick to  Now the hard part.  Putting the fin tip lining down into the points.  This was my trick to  Now the hard part.  Putting the fin tip lining down into the points.  This was my trick to  Now the hard part.  Putting the fin tip lining down into the points.  This was my trick to 

keep the from getting twisted, I put a finger presser in one side and a point turner in the keep the from getting twisted, I put a finger presser in one side and a point turner in the keep the from getting twisted, I put a finger presser in one side and a point turner in the keep the from getting twisted, I put a finger presser in one side and a point turner in the 
other.  Then I knew which side was left and right so I didn’t twist the lining.  other.  Then I knew which side was left and right so I didn’t twist the lining.  other.  Then I knew which side was left and right so I didn’t twist the lining.  other.  Then I knew which side was left and right so I didn’t twist the lining.      

    


